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Situations on North Korea are very volatile right now. Where do we go from here and how can we understand the situation? Join us for a very timely and informative discussion with three policy experts on North Korea of the Pacific Forum CSIS: on 1) North Korea’s rapidly developing nuclear weapons technology (David SANTORO), 2) North Korea’s regime stability and diplomatic relations post the Kim Jong Nam assassination (June PARK), and 3) implementation of UNSC sanctions on North Korea and US-China tensions over North Korea going forward (Carl BAKER).

Speaker Bios: David SANTORO is Director and Senior Fellow of nuclear policy programs at Pacific Forum CSIS, specializing in strategic controls, deterrence, and nuclear security in the Asia Pacific and Europe. Carl BAKER is the Director of Programs at Pacific Forum CSIS with extensive experience in Korea, and focuses on non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and nuclear security. June PARK is a political economist and Postdoctoral Fellow at the National University of Singapore with expertise on the two Koreas and US-Northeast Asian bilateral foreign economic relations.

DATE: Monday – 27 Feb 2017
TIME: 8:00-9:30 PM
VENUE: Rumpoles Bar, Hotel Jen Tanglin, Level 2 (1A Cuscaden Rd, Singapore 249716)

Attendance is free, but space is limited. Drinks and food at your own expense.

To register, email us at youngleaderssingapore@gmail.com